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synopsis

SHORT SYNOPSIS

The trial story of Viviane Amsalem’s five year fight to obtain her divorce in front of the only legal 
authority competent for divorce cases in Israel, the Rabbinical Court. Viviane and her lawyer must 
face the uncompromising attitude of Elisha, the husband, who doesn’t even respond to the rabbis 
convocations. When he is finally obliged to come to court, he keeps refusing the divorce (gett) even 
though they’ve been separated for years. Witnesses are called, the procedure drags on, while Viviane 
is still unable to recover her dignity.

The trial story of Viviane’s five year fight to obtain her divorce in front of the only legal authority 
competent for divorce cases in Israel, the Rabbinical Court. Viviane faces the uncompromising attitude 
of her husband, who refuses the divorce (gett) even though they’ve been separated for years.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
RONIT and SHLOMI ELKABETZ

/ The title announces a trial, what is the dispute in question?   
 Viviane, exhausted by her marriage, left the marital home seve-
ral years ago and now wants a divorce in due form in order not to be 
made a social outcast. Civil weddings still do not exist in Israel; only 
religious law applies, which stipulates that only the husband can 
grant a separation. However, Viviane wants to count on the justice 
system, on the Law, to obtain what she considers to be within her 
rights. Elisha stubbornly refuses this divorce and Viviane obstinately 
wants it. 

/ Does this conflict apply to a specific community? Or a speci-
fic time period in the past?
 Today in Israel, everyone’s marriage is governed by religious 
law irrespective of which community they come from, or whether 
the couple is religious or completely unreligious. When a woman 
says “Yes,” under the nuptial canopy, she is immediately considered 
as potentially “deprived of gett,” in other words the right to divorce, 

because only the husband has the right to decide. The Law gives 
this outrageous power to the husband. The rabbis claim that they 
do everything to help the wives, but the fact is, within the closed 
hearings of the legal proceedings, the reality is much different, for 
it is the rabbis’ sacred duty to do everything possible to preserve a 
Jewish household, and they are reluctant to put the personal wish to 
end a marriage above religious duty.

/ During what time period does ‘Gett, the Trial of Viviane Amsa-
lem’ take place?
 Today. As this law has never evolved, the question isn’t to know 
“when,” but “over how much time” the procedure will take place. Pre-
cious time wasted for the women asking for a bill of divorce, without 
this holding any importance in the eyes of their husbands, the rabbis 
and the Law.
This lost time only has a value for the poor woman who is begging 
for the right to return to a normal life. For as long as she is not for-
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mally separated, a woman living outside the marital home will never 
be able to start a family again, and the children she might have 
outside of her marriage will be stigmatized with the “mamzer” status 
(the equivalent of a bastard, having no legal status or protection).  
Moreover, this law forbids the woman any social life at all, for she 
would risk being suspected of having an affair with a man, which 
would forever prevent her from receiving a decree of divorce, if the 
husband still persists in his refusal. A woman who is waiting for her 
divorce decree is condemned to a sort of prison.

/ How did you approach the courtroom genre from a filmmaking 
standpoint? What were your guiding principles on the shoot?
 In our eyes, staging a trial inevitably asks the question of 
knowing how a man and a woman are defined in view of the Law, 
the court, and in relation to one another. As a result, a rather ex-
treme directing decision became self-evident: never film from the 
position of the director who is observing, but only from the protago-
nists’ perspective. The camera is always positioned in the POV of 
one of the characters who is looking at another character. Charac-
ters who are not being looked at by another character can’t be seen.
We, the directors, are not telling our story by imposing a single point 
of view on it, but through the multi-faceted prism of the people pre-
sented in the space before us. It is a subjective point of view in a 
place that is supposedly objective. 

/ How does your staging differentiate itself from the two pre-
vious chapters of your trilogy?
 ‘To Take a Wife,’ where the conflict was between the individual 
and herself, essentially used close-up shots; ‘7 Days’ was filmed 
with wide-angle lenses that encompassed dozens of characters 
in a shot, for it was the family “clan” that Viviane was confronting. 
In ‘Gett, the Trial of Viviane Amsalem,’ Viviane is facing the State 
through its applicable law. For our staging, we needed to reproduce 
the narrative space in which the story takes place, in other words, 
this rabbinical courtroom, capturing the multiplicity of convictions 
and emotions being expressed and circulating within this enclosed 
space. We also wanted our characters to be “bare(d)” faced with the 
Law: they face a blank wall, stripped of all artifice. 

/ Then it’s a film about words: in good or bad faith, tricks and 
ruses, testimony, pleas…To each his own truth?
 Indeed, to each his own. But we also play with the different le-
vels of language: profane versus sacred language. Comedy versus 
tragedy. 
In the courtroom, the formal language feels strange when used to 
evoke everyday facts before the court. This strangeness is almost 
contemptuous for the community members who have come to this 
place to express themselves. Moreover, we also used this distortion 
for the actors: the formal court language forced them to use particu-
lar gestures behind which they could hide.
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What also very much guided us during the writing process and when 
creating the characters was to try and arouse compassion. Despite 
the uncompromising rigor of the Law enforced by rabbis who may 
appear inhuman, we wanted to have moments when they give in to 
a bit of humanity, when we can notice their feelings of distress and 
confusion, aware that this situation could one day concern them as 
well, as it may touch their wives, their daughters, their neighbors, 
their Aunts… 

/ Ronit, how do you envision your character? 
The rabbis have the mission to save every Jewish household. It’s 
the “shalom bayit” commandment, “domestic harmony.” So this wo-
man’s wish to divorce threatens the established order; but she is 
also threatening them on a personal level, because they don’t want 
to be complicit in ending a marriage.
 And because she is a woman, her voice counts less than a 
man’s. She has no weight or leverage. She is constrained to silence 
by the power of the Law and those who enforce it, the rabbis. Yet, 
Viviane learns to use this constraint to unremittingly continue the 
proceedings that everybody wants to stop. Even if it is imposed 
upon her, this silence is also a reflection of her inner strength.
 The leitmotiv which inspired Viviane’s character is her determi-
nation, her inner peace of mind, her silence, which is the silence of 
someone who has seriously prepared herself and profoundly reflec-
ted on what she was doing before launching herself into this lion’s den. 

 She is also a woman who is capable of violent outbursts, but 
she knows that if she gives in to the smallest fit, she will weaken 
her position in comparison with a man. If she doesn’t control herself, 
she will immediately be kicked out of the trial, and be permanently 
discredited.
 She isn’t fighting on equal terms with her husband Elisha, who 
has the Law on his side. Even worse: he has the power. And he be-
haves accordingly, confidently. nevertheless, his situation is more 
complex than a simple power struggle: he sincerely wants to keep 
Viviane by his side.
 And that also worsens Viviane’s situation: although she is a 
woman who brings about trouble, in particular because she goes 
against the sacred commandment to preserve a “Jewish home,” her 
husband still wants to save her, despite herself, and to bestow upon 
her the honor of being his wife. Elisha’s will and desire further soften 
the rabbis towards his position.

/ One of the strong points of Ronit and Simon Abkarian’s ac-
ting is in their looks and expressions…We are almost in the 
category of silent film, or Hollywood films of yesteryear by Carl 
Dreyer, Robert Bresson…We are equally led to study the rab-
bis’ faces...
 These references are very important to us, notably classical 
films in which the tension relies upon a forthright issue. Here for 
example, Viviane wants her freedom, which she is refused. And 
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also, a complication is added: the defendant at the trial is also the 
person who has the power to determine the verdict. It’s a fascinating 
set-up.
 In our minds, the power of cinema lies in the point of view. In a 
frame, the eye is first attracted to the actors’ and actresses’ eyes. 
Then we look for what the actor is seeing, we dissect his soul through 
his vision. Thanks to these perspectives, the film exists beyond the 
dialogue. 
 These alternating perspectives also create the movement: a 
metaphor that we had in mind at the beginning of our work was that 
the trial would take place like a tennis match. Your head would turn 
from left to right, following the exchange of the balls, there would be 
a set won, a set lost, until the final victory.
 The only thing left to do in such a situation is to lead a war of 
expressions in their eyes. Elisha’s eyes are not devoid of suffering, 
but he also displays composure, self-confidence and inflexibility. 
Unlike Viviane, whose expression encompasses a much more com-
plex universe. Her eyes conceal pain, fear, despair, will and obsti-
nacy, vigilance, and many things she would like to express as well 
as others that she prefers to keep to herself. 

/ In the film’s opening shots, the heroine is invisible. Her hus-
band and her lawyer however are speaking about her - while 
she remains off screen. Is that to show that her existence is 
being denied? 

 Given the visual language we have chosen for the film, we are 
supposed to see her when her lawyer and husband are looking at 
her. But in order to shed a light on this woman’s transparency from 
the very beginning, and the denial of her existence within a mascu-
line judiciary system, we decided to begin with her absence. Afte-
rwards, her presence will become permanent, because she is the 
one fighting, she is the one asking, she is the one who is dismissed. 
And she is one who carries the story forward, from hearing to hea-
ring. It’s her fate that is on trial. We wanted the audience to see her 
for the first time when she hears that she is refused the gett. The 
word “no.” From that precise moment, faced with this refusal, and 
the denial of her being, she starts to exist on screen. 
 Viviane wears dark colors during practically the entire film, thus 
further emphasizing the one scene where she is dressed in red. A 
scene where she takes down her hair…
 In Judaism, a woman’s voice and her hair are considered the 
most scandalous tools of seduction. That’s why women don’t have 
the right to sing, and married women have to cover their heads with 
a scarf or a wig (and for some orthodox, after having shaved their 
head). In this scene, Viviane is exhausted, possibly also because 
she is desperate. Up until this moment, nothing has been moving 
her request forward. Unconsciously, she puts on a red dress; red 
which translates the need for rupture, and her enormous weariness. 
She no longer wants to play this game. The moment when she 
takes down her hair is almost a reflection of her unconscious state.  
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As if, at this point, she’s letting herself go. Taking down her hair 
in front of the rabbis is an extremely impudent act. In Judaism, a 
woman’s hair is even compared to her sexual organs. She doesn’t 
do it on purpose, she is not looking to provoke them, but, at this 
instant, she no longer cares. She has been sitting on this chair for 
such a long time...she’s practically at home.
In the scene that follows, the Law and the men who apply it will 
quickly call her back to order. 

/ Part of the movie’s strength comes from its alternating tones. 
Why did you decide to combine tragedy, comedy, revolt and 
farce? 
 The very essence of this story is tragic. What takes place is ab-
surd, and at times ridiculous. The comedy arises from this contrast.
 The existence of this law is absurd: a religious law that applies 
to everyone, whether they are religious or not. Even we simply can’t 
believe that in 2014 in our supposedly democratic society, a woman 
may be considered to be her husband’s property. And there is also 
something absurd in the rabbinic judges’ determination to waste 
time, to delay debates and unhinge the plaintiff so that she will give 
up, renouncing her will and thus “saving” another Jewish household 
from “disaster.” 

/ From Mrs. Evelyne Ben Chouchan to Rachel, including the 
couple who are their neighbors - the husband being very en-

lightening about men and women’s relations - the choice of 
witnesses overall is a sketch of social customs. The judges 
seem at times to be watching a play when faced with these 
characters. 
 There are a few legal grounds that would allow the judges to 
order a husband to grant his wife a divorce: if the husband is unable 
to clothe his wife, or fulfill her dietary and sexual needs. It is from 
this perspective that the judges have summoned members of the 
couple’s community and the couple’s neighborhood. Yet, once 
called in to testify, they can’t refrain from taking this opportunity to 
make it about themselves. Viviane’s brother, his wife, a fifty-year-old 
bachelor, a friend from the synagogue, the neighbors: this gallery of 
realistic characters brings a multitude of points of view, perspectives 
from the outside, from towns and cities, their traditions, the syna-
gogue. But can they actually give the judges a valid legal reason to 
order Elisha to grant his wife a divorce?

Three languages are spoken in the film: Hebrew, Arab, and 
French. When and why do the characters switch from one lan-
guage to the other?
 People in Israel who come from north Africa often speak a 
jumble of Hebrew, Arab and French. Just like the people who come 
from Europe pepper their language with Yiddish or their mother 
tongue. 
This phenomenon is dying out with the younger generations.  

Our generation rarely uses any other language besides Hebrew. But 
our parents’ generation used Arab and French when their honor or 
their secrets were involved. A language is a haven. When you feel 
more comfortable saying something in a certain language, you swit-
ch over to that language. This allows for a certain comfort level and 
creates intimacy among family members. When Viviane’s brother 
comes to testify, and he addresses her in 
Arab, it’s to soften the unexpected blow he is going to deal her when 
he admonishes her in front of everybody. 
Elisha himself is very stubborn when it comes to Hebrew. He un-
derstands it perfectly of course, but he consistently chooses not to 
use it. Firstly, he can’t express himself as well in Hebrew as he can 
in French, the language he was brought up in. Secondly, he, like the 
pious men, believes that Hebrew is a sacred language and it should 
not be used for commonplace, everyday conversations. 

/ Ronit, do you believe that Viviane is forever forbidden to all 
men, other than her former husband?
 When Viviane accepts this ban, she is buying her freedom at the 
price of her own liberty. It’s a very heavy price to pay. What she will 
decide to do with her life depends upon her integrity and her ethics. 
I can’t give you an answer because I don’t know what she might do. 
But something is obvious to me: it’s a choice that displays a great 
confidence in life. From her point of view, making this choice will 
open all the doors for her, even if it means remaining faithful to this 

man for the rest of her life… It’s an important success and a victory, 
despite all. It’s the victory of the spirit – mind over matter. From that 
moment on, a great realm of possibilities is opened for her.

/ ‘Gett, the Trial of Viviane Amsalem’ is thus anchored in the 
reality of Israeli society, and results from your desire to recount 
this struggle for freedom. How much of your personal expe-
rience is found in these situations and these characters?
 All the facts and character traits we used to tell our story are 
plausible. 
Viviane, the heroine of our trilogy is as much inspired from elements 
of women’s lives from our entourage as well as that of our mother, 
who never stepped into a rabbinical court, and never expressed the 
desire for divorce, even though she may have thought about it. 

/ So you are sketching a portrait of Israeli society rather than 
one of your family? 
 Yes, ‘Gett…’ isn’t just Viviane’s story, but it is like a metaphor for 
the condition of women in general who see themselves as serving 
a “life sentence” because of this law. Consequently, ‘Gett…’ repre-
sents the condition of women throughout the world, in all the places 
where – merely because they are women - they are considered by 
the law and by men as being inferior to men. 

Interview by Jean-Luc Douin
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2014 - GETT, THE TRIAl OF VIVIAnE AMSAlEM (GETT) a film by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabet
2011 - TESTIMOny (EDuT) • 2010 - THE RAn FOuR, TV series, 15 episodes

2008 - 7 DAyS (SHIVA) a film by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabet 
2004 - TO TAkE A WIFE (VE’lAkHTA lEHE ISHA) a film by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabet 

SHLOMI ELKABETZ
Writer - Director - Producer

Gett, the Trial of Viviane Amsalem
Directors’ Fortnight, 

Cannes 2014

Testimony
Venice Days 2011

FIPA 2012, closing film

7 Days
Critics’ Week 

Opening Film, Cannes 2008

To Take a Wife
Winner of the Critics’ Award for Best Film, Venice 2004

Winner of the Critics’ Week Audience Award, Venice 2004
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2014 - GETT, THE TRIAl OF VIVIAnE AMSAlEM (GETT) by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabetz • 2012 - Zarafa by Rémi Bezancon and Jean-
Christophe Lie (Voice) • 2011 - InVISIBlE (lO ROIM AlAICH) by Mihal Aviad • THE FlOOD (MABul) by Gai native • TESTIMOny 
(EDuT) by Shlomi Elkabetz • 2010 - FREE HAnDS (lES MAInS lIBRES) by Brigitte Sy • TuRk’S HEAD (TêTE DE TuRC) by Pascal Elbe 
2009 - ASHES AnD BlOOD (CEnDRES ET SAnG) by Fanny Ardant • Jaffa by Keren Yedaya • 2008 - THE GIRl On THE TRAIn  
(lA FIllE Du RER) by André Téchiné • 7 DAyS (SHIVA) by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabetz • ZIOn AnD HIS BROTHER (ZIOn VE AHAV) by Eran 
Merav • 2007 - THE BAnD’S VISIT (BIkuR HA-TIZMORET) by Eran Kolirin • 2004 - My TREASuRE (OR) by Keren Yedaya • TO TAkE A 
WIFE (VE’lAkHTA lEHE ISHA) by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabetz • 2003 - AlIlA by Amos Gitaï • lATE MARRIAGE (HATunA MEuHERET) by 
Dover Koshashvili • 2001 - MADE In FRAnCE (ORIGInE COnTRôléE) by Ahmed Bouchaalaet Zakia Tahri • 1996 - METAMORPHOSIS 
OF A MElODy (MIlIM) by Amos Gitaï • 1995 - TZAlEkET by Haim Bouzaglo (co-written by Ronit Elkabetz) • 1994 - SH’CHuR by Shmuel 
Hasfari • 1992 - EDDIE kInG by Giddi Dar • 1990 - THE APPOInTED (HAMEyu’AD) by Daniel Wachsmann 

RONIT ELKABETZ
Writer - Director, and playing Viviane
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2014 - GETT, THE TRIAl OF VIVIAnE AMSAlEM (GETT) by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabetz • 2013 - THE CuT by Fatih Akin • COlT 45  
by Fabrice Du Welz • THE MARCHERS (lA MARCHE) by nabil Ben Yadir • AnGélIquE by Ariel Zeitoun • lES InVICIBlES by Frédéric 
Berthe • 2012 - ZERO DARk THIRTy by Kathryn Bigelow • 2010 - DE FORCE by Frank Henry • TuRk’S HEAD (TêTE DE TuRC)  
by Pascal Elbe • 2009 - ARMy OF CRIME (l’ARMéE Du CRIME) by Robert Guédiguian • RAGE by Sally Potter • 2008 - THE WEDDInG 
SOnG (lE CHAnT DES MARIéES) by Karine Albou • 7 DAyS (SHIVA) by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabetz • A DAy AT THE MuSEuM (MuSéE 
HAuT, MuSéE BAS) by Jean-Michel Ribes • SECRET DéFEnSE by Philippe Haim • kHAMSA by Karim Dridi • 2007 - REnDITIOn 
by Gavin Hood • TRIVIAl (lA DISPARuE DE DEAuVIllE) by Sophie Marceau • PERSEPOlIS by Marjane Satrapi • 2006 - CASInO 
ROyAlE by Martin Campbell • ARMEnIA (lE VOyAGE En ARMénIE) by Robert Guédiguian • THE SnAkE (lE SERPEnT) by Eric 
Barbier • PETITES RéVélATIOnS by Marie Vermillard • 2005 - A FEW DAyS In SEPTEMBER (quElquES JOuRS En SEPTEMBRE) 
by Santiago Amigorena • I SAW BEn BARkA GET kIllED (J’AI Vu TuER BEn BARkA) by Serge Le Peron • ZAïnA, CAVAlIèRE DE 
l’ATlAS by Bourlem Guerdjou • THE DEMOn STIRS (lE DéMOn DE MIDI) by Marie-Pascale Osterrieth • GAMBlERS (lES MAuVAIS 
JOuEuRS) by Frédéric Balekdjian • 2004 - TO TAkE A WIFE (VE’lAkHTA lEHE ISHA) by Ronit & Shlomi Elkabetz • yES by Sally Potter 
2002 - araraT by Atom Egoyan • ARAM by Robert Kechichian • THE TRuTH ABOuT CHARlIE by Jonathan Demme • nOT FOR 
OR AGAInST (nI POuR, nI COnTRE (BIEn Au COnTRAIRE)) by Cédric Klapisch • AlMOST PEACEFul (un MOnDE PRESquE 
PAISIBlE) by Michel Deville • 1999 - lIlA lIlI by Marie Vermillard • 1997 - J’IRAI Au PARADIS CAR l’EnFER EST ICI by Xavier 
Durringer • 1996 - lE DERnIER DES PélICAnS by Marco Pico • WHEn THE CAT’S AWAy (CHACun CHERCHE SOn CHAT) by Cédric 
Klapisch • 1994 - TIME HAS COME (AnA El AWAn) by Jean-Claude Codsi • 1992 - RIEnS Du TOuT by Cédric Klapisch • 1989 - lA nuIT 
MIRACulEuSE by Ariane Mnouchkine

SIMON ABKARIAN
 Elisha
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